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Let F be a finite set with a probability distribution {Pi : i EF} and (Q, F, P) 
denote the product space of countably many copies of (F, P). A permutation 
(bijection) 4 of the integers induces an invertible measure preserving trans- 
formation T* on (a, 9, P) given by the equation (T6w)j = We . Such metric 
automorphisms we call S-automorphisms. 
We show in this paper that S-automorphisms are ergodic if and only they are 
Bernoulli shifts and two ergodic S-automorphisms are isomorphic if and only if 
their associated permutations are conjugate. 
We also show that S-automorphisms have discrete spectrum if and only if 
they have zero entropy and every S-automorphism is either a Bernoulli shift, 
has discrete spectrum, or is a product of a Bernoulli shift and an automorphism 
with discrete spectrum. 
S-automorphism with discrete spectrum are those whose associated permuta- 
tions contain only cycles of finite length. These automorphisms are studied 
according to the number of such finite cycles. Those whose permutations have 
infinitely many finite cycles with unbounded lengths are shown to be anti- 
periodic and those whose permutations have infinitely many finite cycles of 
bounded length are periodic with almost no fixed points. An example is given 
of two automorphisms of this latter type which are isomorphic but whose 
permutations are not conjugate. 
A complete isomorphism invariant is given for S-automorphisms whose 
associated permutations consist of finitely many finite cycles. Using this invariant 
we show that if 4 is either a product of k disjoint cycles of prime power pa, or a 
single cycle of length pq where p and q are primes, or a product of k disjoint 
cycles of prime lengths pr < pz < ... < p, and if $ is a permutation such that 
T4 and T, are isomorphic then # is conjugate to 4. 
In this paper we investigate a class of measure preserving transformations 
defined by Standish [8] and independently by Steinhaus [9]. The transformations 
are obtained by shuffling the components of points (sequences) from the product 
of a countable infinitude of copies of a finite set with a given probability distribu- 
tion. These automorphisms we call S-automorphisms. The shuffling is deter- 
mined by a permutation of the integers and in certain cases it is shown that two 
such automorphisms are isomorphic as metric automorphisms if and only if 
the underlying permutations are conjugate as permutations. This is the case 
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if we restrict our consideration to ergodic automorphisms. Thus ergodic 
S-automorphisms are metrically isomorphic if and only if they are topologicallp 
isomorphic. We conjecture that the same is true for S-automorphisms that are 
associated with permutations which consist of finitely many disjoint cycles of 
finite length. It is shown that for certain types of nonergodic automorphisms 
T+ if T4 is isomorphic to T& then 4 must be conjugate to 4. An example is given 
of two nonconjugate permutations + and z# for which T,, and T, are isomorphic. 
1. ERG~DIC S-AUT~M~RPHI~M~ AND ENTROPY 
Let F be a finite set and {pi: i E F] be a probabilit\* distribution on F. Denote 
the product space )(Tz-_m Fj , where Fj == F, by Q and let ,u be the product 
measure obtained from the distribution. (p,>. 
1 .I DEFINITION. For each permutation + of the integers (i.e., 1 to 1 map 
of the integers onto themselves) define T6 to be the measure preserving trans- 
formation on (a, p) defined by (TQw)n = We . The class of all such metric 
automorphisms will be denoted by Y and elements of 9’ will be called S-auto- 
morphisms. 
Standish [8] has shown that an S-automorphism Tm is ergodic if and only if 
the underlying permutation + has only infinite cycles. It is easy to see that if 4 
has only a finite number, say k, of infinite cycles then T := Tlk where Tl is a 
Bernoulli shift. Thus T is a Bernoulli shift and h(T) == kh(T,) where I? 
denotes the entropy. Also if $ has infinite1 many infinite cycles then T* is the 
increasing limit of a sequence of Bernoulli shifts as can be seen as follows. 
Let the disjoint cycles of & be {+j:i = I, 2,...). Define the partition Pk) by 
Ptk) = {p’“‘(il ,..., ik): ij E F), 
where pck)(i 1 >.a*, ill) = (w E 55 w, =: ir ,..., W, = &} and nr , n, ,..., Q are 
selected from disjoint cycles $r ,...: C& . Then TTbjP(2)}?!y, is an independent 
family of finite partitions for each k and ( Tb , Vi:“,T,jP(“)) is a Bernoulli 
shift. Since Ptk+l) refines Ptk), and 4 has no fixed points, V9z=_m TdjP(k) increases 
in k to the total o-algebra and T4 is a Bernoulli shift byornstein’s results [6]. Also 
h( Tb, V3m_-,T>P(k)) = -k C pi log pi so that h( TJ = : lim,,, h( Td, ?‘Fa T6jpfk)) 
= co. 
I .2 THEOREM. If 4 consists entirely of infinite cycles then T4 is a Bernoulli 
shift and h( TJ =:- -k 1 pi log pi where k is the number of qycles. 
1.3 COROLLARY. Ergodic S-automorphisms are isomorphic if and only if their 
underlying permutations are conjugate. 
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Pro05 Immediate from 1.2 and the application of Ornstein’s isomorphism 
Theorem [6]. 
Next we shall study the nonergodic automorphisms, that is, those with 
associated permutations that have finite cycles. To begin with we calculate the 
entropy of Tb where + is a disjoint product of finite cycles. 
1.4 LEMMA. If C$ is a product of jbite cycles then the Kushnirenko entropy 
h/G’-,) = Of u 4 or a se uences A. In particular h( TJ = 0. 
Proof. Let +j , j = I, 2 ,... be the disjoint cycles of 4 and select nj E +j . Let 
1 < Zj < co denote the length of the cycle Cj . 
For each j, let Pf) denote the partition 
w wni = i}: i EF). 
If P(j) = J&,‘T~,P~’ then P(j) is invariant under Tm for each i. Moreover if 
P, = v;zlP(j) then P1 t E, and T,P, = P, for each 1. 
Let A = {ml,} be any sequence of integers. By Lemma 2 of Kushnirenko [4], 
However, 
h,(T,) = in h,U”, , PA 
hA( T* , P,) = G-2 f H( T,“‘P, v TFPl v ..- v TFPJ 
= 2-2 + H(P,) = 0 
and it follows that h,(T,) = 0. 
1.5 COROLLARY. T+ has discrete spectrum if and only if 4 consists entirely of 
jinite cycles. 
Proof. If I$ consists of finite cycles then 1.4 and Theorem 4 of [4] imply that 
T4 has discrete spectrum. In case + contains an infinite cycle then Tb has a 
Bernoulli factor and does not have discrete spectrum. 
It is not difficult to see, and this fact was used in Lemma 1.4, that if 4 consists 
of disjoint cycles 4r and +a then Tm = T6, x T6, . Actually if $ is a product of 
disjoint permutations (i.e., the permutations act on disjoint subsets of the 
integers) the same result holds. Thus if $ is a given permutation and +I is the 
product of all infinite cycles and +a the product of the remaining (finite) cycles 
then Tb = T*, x T6, so that 
h(T,) = --k 1 pi log Pi, 
isF 
where k is the number of cycles in & . 
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1.6 COROLLARY. T* has discrete spectrum iff h(T,) = 0, and every S-auto- 
morphism is the product of a Bernoulli shift and an automorphism with discrete 
spectrum. 
2. NONERGODIC AuToi~oRm~sh~s 
In this section we consider those S-automorphisms whose associated permu- 
tations do not have any infinite cycles. Three types will be considered determined 
by the number and lengths of the finite nondegenerate cycles which constitute 
the associated permutation. 
Type 1. The permutations have infinitely many finite cycles with 
unbounded lengths. 
Type 2. The p ermutations have infinitely many nondegenerate cycles 
with bounded lengths. 
Type 3. The permutations have finitely many finite cycles. 
We will show that automorphisms of type 1 are antiperiodic and automor- 
phisms of type 2 are periodic with almost no fixed points. Two isomorphic 
automorphisms of type 2 are given whose associated permutations are not 
conjugate, and for certain automorphisms T+, of type 3, any S-automorphism 
isomorphic to T* has an associated permutation which is conjugate to 4. 
2.1 LEMMA. If C$ is a jinite cycle then 
{w: T,u: = w} = u n (w: w,~ == i). 
icF nil 
2.2 LEMMA. If + is a product of disjoint cycles Cj , j = 1, 2,..., then 
{w: Tmw = W) = n {W: TbYO = %q 
and if follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
(w: T+,w = w} = pig !-J (w: w, = iI. 
i 
2.3 LEMMA. Let 4 be a cycle of length 1 and k any positive integer. Let r -:= (I, k), 
the greatest common divisor of 1 and k. Then 
{w: T6”w = w} = 9 if k zz 0 (mod I) 
otherwise 
where +j are disjoint cycles of length l/r. 
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.2 and the easily verified fact that 
T,‘i = T*k and 4” consists of r disjoint cycles of length l/r. 
2.4 LEMMA. If $ is a product of disjoint cycles & then 
{ZU: qkW = W} = n (W: T&W = W}. 
Proof. This follows from 2.2 since T,” = T6ti = Xi T*,k. 
2.5 PROPOSITION. If 4 is a product of disjoint cycles $j , j = 1,2,..., IV where 
& has length lj and if rj = greatest common divisor of lj and k, then 
Proof. Follows from 2.4 and 2.3, the disjointness of the sets in the unions, 
and the fact that p is a product measure. 
2.6 COROLLARY. If C$ contains infinitely many cycles of the same Jinite length 
I> 1 then t~(w: T,w = w} = 0. 
Proof. Suppose (b = ~~1~2~3 *.. where C& has length I for all j = 1, 2,.... 
Then if 4(m) = +A ... VA,, 
p{w: T,w = w} < p{w: T61m)zu = w> 
= zFpit m 
i 1 
for all m 
and since 1 > 1, CiEFpiz < 1 and (CipCz)” -+ 0 as m--f co. 
2.7 PROPOSITION. If 4 is a product of in.nitely many disjoint finite cycles 
whose lengths are unbounded then T6 is antiperiodic. 
Proof. Let {q&l}~=l be the d is’oint cycles in 4 and let the length of & be J 
denoted by I,,, . By hypothesis I, --f co. If w is a fixed point under T&r then it is 
fixed under Tim for every tn. Thus if E, denotes the points of period r under T6 , 
&ET) < cL(w: T*‘w = w} < W{w: T&w = w} 
for all m. From Lemma 2.5 and the fact that Cy=, xi7 subject to the restriction 
that xy=, xi = 1, xi > 0 is maximal at xi = 1 /n for all i it follows that 
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where r,,, = g.c.d.{Z,, , T) and n is the cardinality of F. Since I,,, + W, 
p{w: T;,w :. w> -+ 0 as 112 - co and hence &E,) = 0 for every r. 
Notice that using Proposition 2.7 it is very easy to construct nonergodic 
antiperiodic automorphisms with discrete spectrum. 
It is easy to see that type 2 automorphisms are periodic. Isomorphism for this 
type is not determined by the conjugacy class of the underlying permutation. 
For example, let 
and 
6 == ..’ (-2, -1) (0, 1) (2, 3) (4, 5) a.. 
d = -.- (-5, -4) (-3) (-2, -1) (0) (1,2) (3) (4, 5) (6) **a .
Then almost every point of Q is periodic of period two with respect to both 
T6 and Tti and it follows that T4 and T* are isomorphic. (See Theorem 2.8.) 
A complete isomorphism invariant can be given for type 3 automorphisms 
since every point is a periodic point. 
2.8 THEOREM. If T and S are metric automorphisms on a nonatomic Lebesque 
space S and almost every point of X is both S and T periodic then T and S are 
isomorphic if and only if the measure of the set of T periodic points of period r is 
equal to the measure of the set of S periodic points of period 7 for all Y. 
Proof. It is clear that if T and S are isomorphic then the measures of the 
periodic points must be equal. 
Suppose that the measures of the sets of periodic points with the same period 
are equal. Let E,(T) and E,(S) d enote respectively the T and S periodic points 
of period I’. Bv hypothesis X = (Jr E,(T) = UT E,(S) and the unions are dis- 
joint. It is enough to show that T and S are isomorphic when restricted to E,(T) 
and E,(S), respectively. 
Let T, and S, denote T and S restricted to E,(T) and E,(S). Those E, which 
have positive measure are nonatomic Lebesque spaces, and the other E,. may 
be neglected. Thus T, is a metric automorphism on a Lebesque space all of 
whose points are periodic of period Y and so is S, . From a theorem of Halmos [2], 
there exists a set F,(T) C E,(T) such that &F+(T)) = (I /Y) &?Zr( T)) and the sets 
(T,IF,(T):j =: 0, I,..., r - 1) are disjoint. A similar set F,(S) C E,(S) also 
exists. Since p(Z$.(T)) = p(&(S)) it follows that p(FT(S)) L-= P(F~(T)) and the 
two Lebesque spaces F(S) and F(T,.) are isomorphic. Thus if (5, is a metric 
isomorphism from F,(T) onto F,(S), define crT on E,(T) onto E,.(S) by 
u,.(x) = S,%,T,+) 
for s E T,‘F( T,), 0 < i < r - 1. The disjoint sum of the automorphisms uI . 
Y 13 1 gives an automorphism 0 of X onto X such that UT =- SO. 
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2.9 COROLLARY. If T and S are metric automorphisms ors a nonatomic Lebesque 
space X almost all of whose points are both T and S periodic then T and S are 
isomorphic ;f and only ;f 
for all r > 0. 
p(x: Trx =x}=p{x:S~x=x} 
Proof. It is clear that if T and S are isomorphic then the measures of the 
fixed point sets under like powers must be equal. 
Let T(r) and S(r) denote respectively the measures of the T periodic and S 
periodic points of period r. It is easy to see that 
p{x: T”x = x} = c T(r), 
so by the Mobus transformation formula (cf. [3, Theorem 266, p. 2361) 
T(n) = 2 m (+) ~{x: T’x = x}. 
By hypothesis ~{x: Trx = x} = ~{x: Srx = x} for every r so that 
S(n) = 2 m (F) ~{x: S’x = x} 
= x m (F) ~{x: Trx = x> = T(n). 
Thus Theorem 2.8 gives that T and S are isomorphic. 
2.10 THEOREM. If 4 is a product of k cycles of prime length 1 and z+h is any 
permutation such that T6 is isomorphic to T* then t,b is conjugate to q5. 
Proof. Almost all points of Sz are periodic under both T* and TJI . It is also 
true that T& must be periodic of period 1. Let 4 consist of cycles of lengths 
11 ) 1, ).... Since T* has period 1, and Ti = T,z , $ has period 1 and thus the 
least common multiple of lj is 1. Since 1 is a prime each li must equal 1. Thus # 
consists only of cycles of length 1. By Lemma 2.5 
cL{w: T,w = w> = 
and by Theorem 2.8 
’ > 0. 
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By Corollary 2.6, y5 consists only of finitely many cycles, say kl, each of length 1. 
By Theorem 2.7, (CiEFpir)k = (CiEFpiz)L1 which is true if and only if k1 -=:: k. 
Thus # consists of R cycles of length I and is conjugate to 4. 
2.11 THEOREM. If+ is a product of k disjoint cycles each of length la, where 1 
is a prime, and if +b is any permutation such that T4 is isomorphic to T, then 16 is 
conjugate to +. 
Proof. Since T* is isomorphic to T* ,$ and $ have the same order and so the 
least common multiple of the lengths of the disjoint cycles in 4 is la. Thus each 
cycle has length 15 where /3 < 01, and at least one cycle has length Ea. Suppose 
there are r > 1 cycles in 4 each of length P and let the other cycles have lengths 
Pi where oli < 01 for i = 1,2,..., k. Let Cr = max{q: 1 < i < k) and q = I” 
so that 4” will consist of rq cycles of length la/q == Z”-“. Since T,q is isomorphic 
to T,,,s and $* consists of kq cycles of length P/p it follows from Corollary 2.9 that 
so that 
p{w: TmQw = w} = ~{w: T*nw = w) 
Thus kq = rq and 4 contains k cycles of length la. 
Again since Tti and Tm are isomorphic Theorem 2.8 implies that 
p{w: T,w = w} = ~{w: T,w :: w) 
and using Lemma 2.5 that 
so that 
i!k 4 p:“j = 1. 
Since CicFp:Uj < 1 unless Z’j = 1, it follows that 4 contains only cycles of 
length I0 and is thus conjugate to 4. 
2.12 LEMMA. If $ is a single cycle of length pq where p and q are primes and 
T,, c T,, then $ is either conjugate to 4 or consists of p cycles of length q and q 
cycles of length p. 
Proof. Since T* z T+ , T&r G T,r for all r > 0. In particular T,, E T,, 
and T,q G T,q. Since qP and qW consist of products of disjoint cycles all of the 
same prime length Theorem 2.10 implies that #fl consists of q disjoint cycles of 
length p and 4” consists of p disjoint cycles of length q. 
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Suppose 1,4 consists of k cycles of lengths Z1 , I, ,..., Zk . Let & be that cycle of 
length li . Assume q <p. Since #* = @‘&” ... &r’ contains only cycles of 
length q, each &* contains only cycles of length q. Since t,$ has length Zi , &P 
consists of gcd(p, ZJ cycles of length Z,/gcd(p, ZJ. In case Zi <p, gcd(p, Zi) = 1 
-and thus Zi = q. In case Zi > p, either gcd(p, ZJ = 1 or p. In the first case 
Zi = q < p a contradiction and thus gcd(p, Zi) = p. Thus Zi = nip. However 
contains only cycles of length p. Thus if Zi = n,p, t+biQ contains gcd(q, n,p) cycles. 
Since q < p, q < nip and gcd(q, n,p) is either q or 1. In case gcd(q, n,p) = I, z&Q 
contains one cycle of length nip thus ni = 1. In case gcd = q, q ] n,p and q 1 ni 
so that ni = miq. Since I/Q can contain at most q cycles of length p, mi = 1. Thus 
the only cycles that 4 can contam have lengths pq, p, and q. 
In case # has a single cycle of length pq any additional cycle of length p will 
cause #Q to have more than q disjoint cycles of length p. A similar contradiction 
will not allow $ to have any additional cycle of length q. Thus if I/J contains a 
cycle of lengthpq it is a single cycle. In the alternative case I/ consists ofp disjoint 
cycles of length q and q disjoint cycles of length p. 
2.13 COROLLARY. If 4 consists of a disjoint cycle of length pq when p and q 
are primes and $ is any permutation such that Tti g Tb then I,L is conjugate to +. 
Proof. In case # is not conjugate to 4, 4 must contain p cycles of length q 
and q cycles of length p. Thus since T* z T+ , p{T*w = w} = CL{ T&w = w} 
implies that 
However this is impossible since H. D. Brunk [I] has proven that the left hand 
side is always smaller than the right. 
3. THE ZETA FUNCTION OF S-fbJTOn~ORPHISMS 
In this section a functions is defined which is a complete isomorphism invariant 
for S-automorphisms of type 3. It is defined analogously with the zeta function 
of Artin-Mazur as developed by Smale [7], Williams [IO] and others. For 
another modification of the Artin-Mazur zeta function see [5]. 
3.1 DEFINITION. Let Tb be a S-automorphism where C$ consists of a finite 
number of finite cycles. The zeta function of Tb , denoted by c(d), is defined 
by the equation 
4x4) (4 = exp [- ,r, log /L{w: T,kw = w} $ 
I 
. 
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Notice that since Tb has only finitely many finite cycles p@: T,pc :-= w) > 0 
and each coefficient is finite. 
3.2 LE3131.4. If + is a disjbint product of permutations (&} then 
i(C) == n 5(+j). 
I 
3.3 THEOREM. If + and # are permutations zchich consists of finitely man)’ 
$nite cycles then T* and T$ are isomorphic if and on[v if c(4) = = i(4). 
Proof. Follows immediately from Corollary 2.9. 
3.4 LI31u.4. If+ is a cycle of length 1 then 
5(d) = IfI (Plj - q, 
1x1 
where fr == exp(2ni/Z) and 
and 
= -k log c pi/k 
i i 
if k / 1. 
,iEF j 
Proof. Esing Proposition 2.5 one obtains 
-log p{w T,“‘w = zc] = -(I, k) log 
so that 
$ (1% t(4)) == - -f (E, k) log [C p;l(lJ+] $--1 
k=l SF 
= Kl f $1 I_ K, -f 
2 
$l+l A. . . -it k’z-l 1 zkzGl--?) 
k=O k-0 k=O 
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Decomposing this into partial fractions gives 
with 
2rri 
pL = exp - ( 1 1 
and LYE as specified in the lemma. 
3.5 COROLLARY. If+ is a cycle of prime length 1 then {(q5) has either a zero or 
singularity at the lth roots of unity and is analytic and non.zero elsewhere. 
Proof. Since 1 is a prime, Kz is a constant and 
Since &: zj has no zeros at the Zth roots of unity ai # 0 for all j and each lth 
root of unity is either a singularity or zero of t(C). 
3.6 THEOREM. Let 4 and 4 be permutations which consist of &itely many 
disjoint cycles of prime lengths. Then T, and Tti are isomorphic ;f and only if 4 
and $ are conjugate. 
Proof. It is only necessary to show that if T+ and T4 are isomorphic then 4 
and $ are conjugate. Suppose 4 consists of kj disjoint cycles of prime lengths Zj , 
j = 1, 2,..., Y with Zr < I, < ... < 1,. Using Corollary 3.5 and Lemma 3.2, one 
obtains 
l(4) (2) = fi fi (/I:, - zp 
i-1 i=l 
and none of the kjai are zero. Thus t(C) has either singularities or zeros at the 
Z,th roots of unity, and unless # contains cycles of lengths Zi , Z2 ,..., Z, , c(#) will 
have neither singularities nor zeros at the ljth roots of unity and hence Tm is 
not isomorphic to T$ by Theorem 3.3. Thus + and I/J must contain cycles of the 
same lengths. 
Suppose I/ contains ki’ > 0, cycles of length lj , j = 1, 2,..., Y. Then @, 
where qi = xi+ lj , consists of ki’ disjoint cycles of length li and +a< consists 
of ki disjoint cycles of length li . But T, and T* are isomorphic so that by 
Theorem 2.10 ki = ki’. Thus 4 and z,4 are conjugate. 
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